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recruit box for each player (see 6.0), 
a battle resolution table (see 8.0).

• one cardboard sheet die-cut into 228 
playing pieces (counters; see 2.0).

1.2 Scale
infantry and cavalry units represent battalions 
of about 400 men (some belonging to 
regiments; see 2.2). artillery units represent 
a single battery of four to six cannon. each 
turn represents approximately six months of 
real time, each impulse about one week.

2.0 coUnTErS
to separate the counters from the die-cut 
sheet, carefully cut along the die cut lines. 
trimming the corners with scissors or a 
fi ngernail clipper will ease handling.

2.1 Counter Types
the various counter types are displayed 
below. the use of combat units is explained 
in 2.2 below and throughout the rest of the 
rules. the effects of the other counters 
is explained in the indicated rules. 

2.2 Combat Units
all infantry, cavalry, and artillery units 
have three pieces of information on the 
front side—Unit iD, Battle Strength, and 
army color—and the date of entry on the 
reverse. See the illustration on page 2.

NOTE: to remove the rules from this 
magazine, carefully and slowly peel them 
from the subscription card they are at-
tached to by peeling from the top and then 
the bottom meeting in the middle. the 
card is not intended to be removed.

these rules use the following color sys-
tem: red for critical points such as errata 
and exceptions, Blue for examples of play. 
check for e-rules updates to this game @ 
www.strategyandtacticsmagazine.com.

1.0 InTrodUcTIon
Warpath covers the campaign for control 
of indian territory during the civil War. 
One player represents the Union, the other 
the confederacy. each controls the armed 
forces of his side, plus his indian allies. 
either player may control the Kiowa and 
comanche. the game uses a variation of 
the Hand of Destiny Microgame system.

1.1 Inventory of Components
a complete game consists of

• these rules, divided into numbered 
sections (the number to the left of the 
decimal) and cases (the number to the 
right of the decimal) for ease of reference. 

• one 22-inch by 34-inch map containing 
the playing area (spaces & routes; 
see 3.0), a terrain effects chart (tec; 
see 3.4), a turn record track (4.0), a 
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gain an advantage during movement when 
operating in the same space (see 7.2). 

2.4 Reverse Printing
all combat units and leaders have their date 
of entry (see 6.1) printed on the reverse side. 
Supply wagons are printed with two wagons 
on the front, one on the back, indicating the 
amount of available supply (see 9.0). Fort 
markers are printed with the fi nished side 

2.3 Regiments
Some infantry and cavalry units have the 
same unit iD. these are the battalions 
belonging to a single regiment. Most 
regiments have two battalions (like the 
29th texas cavalry pictured on page 2). 
the Union Indian Home Guard regiments 
each have three battalions. regimental 
battalions may operate independently, but do 

(4.1), then conduct the game turns (4.2 & 4.3) 
to achieve the victory conditions (4.4 & 4.5). 

4.1 Set Up
Union Player. Place all Union and 
Union indian markers with “1861” on 
the back in the Union recruit Box. 
Set aside all other units (see 6.0).

Confederate Player. Place all confederate 
and confederate indian markers with 
“1861” on the back in the Union recruit 
Box. Set aside all other units (see 6.0).

on the front, the building side on the back 
(see 10.0). campaign markers are printed 
identically front and back for convenience. 

3.0 mAP & TErrAIn
Backfold the map along the crease to help 
it lie fl at. the coordinates around the edge 
of the playing area (a-e on the north-
south axis, 1-7 on the east-west axis) are 
there to help locate individual spaces.

3.1 Spaces
the spaces are the only part of the playing 
area where units may be placed. there are 
four kinds of spaces: Prairie, cross timbers, 
Forest, and rough. each has specifi c effects 
on movement, battle, and victory. Base and 
indian capital spaces also have special 
characteristics (see 9.7 & 10.4 regarding 
bases, and 4.4, 6.3 & 6.4 regarding capitals). 
the tec on the map is a listing of the 
various movement and battles effects. 

3.2 Control
each area is considered controlled by one 
player or the other. at the beginning of the 
game, the Union player controls only the Union 
bases (dark blue) and Union spaces (light 
blue); the confederate player controls all other 
spaces. a space remains in the control of a 
player until an enemy unit is alone in the space. 
a space may change ownership any number 
of times in a game. the control makers are 
may be used to indicate ownership of a space 
when it otherwise is unclear. they are provided 
for convenience and their use is optional.

3.3 Routes
Spaces are connected by routes. Units may 
move from space to space only along a route; 
if no route is present between two spaces, 
movement between those spaces is prohibited. 
Some routes traverse river crossings, which 
affect both movement and combat. 

4.0 SEQUEncE oF PLAy
Once familiar with the rules and components, 
lay the map on a fl at surface, sort the counters 
by type, and decide which player will command 
which side. although not mandatory, it will 
be most convenient if the Union player sits at 
the north edge, the confederate player at the 
south edge. Set up the counters on the map 

Markers. Place all campaign markers in 
the marker pool (5.1). Place the three Kiowa 
counters on the Kiowa base and the three 
comanche counters on the comanche base. 
Place the turn marker, face up, in the “1” 
box of the turn record track on the map. Set 
aside the wagon, fort, and control markers.

4.2 Turn Sequence
the game lasts up to eight game turns. 
each game turn has three phases. action 
may be conducted only in the appropriate 
phase. See the game turn Outline 
box on the next page for details.

4.3 Campaign Impulse
each campaign marker is either an action 
marker or an event marker. an action marker 
(5.3) enables the player to recruit one unit 
(6.0) or move one unit (7.0). if movement 
results in a battle, resolve the battle (8.0). 
an event marker requires or allows the player 
to conduct an event (5.4). Once the action 
or event is resolved, set aside the marker. 
the opposing player then draws a marker.

4.4 How to Win
at the beginning of the game, the confederate 
player controls the fi ve indian Nation capitals:

Tahlequah (cherokee, at D7)
Timoshingo (chickasaw, at B4)
Doaksville (choctaw, at a6)
Council Grounds (creek, at D6)
Seminole Town (Seminole, at c4)

During play, the Union player is trying to 
gain control of the capitals, the confederate 
player is trying to prevent that. 

Sudden Death Victory. the game ends 
and the Union player wins if at the end of 
any game turn the Union player controls 
all fi ve indian capitals. the game ends 
immediately with a confederate victory 
the moment a confederate or confederate 
indian unit controls either Union Base.

End of Turn Eight. if neither player 
wins a sudden death victory, the game 
ends at the end of turn eight. the Union 
player wins by controlling all fi ve indian 
capitals. the confederate player wins by 
controlling any one capital, plus two of the 
three confederate forts (Smith, Marshall, 
Belknap). any other result is a draw.

Game Turn Outline 

1. First Player Determination 
Phase. each player rolls one die; 
the player with the higher result 
goes fi rst. re-roll ties. if the Union 
player controls three or four indian 
capitals (4.4), add one to his result.

2. Campaign Phase. the players 
alternate drawing campaign Markers 
(5.0) and conducting a campaign 
impulse (4.3) pursuant to the marker 
drawn. the fi rst time an “end” 
marker is drawn, fl ip the turn marker 
to its Half Over side. the second 
time an “end” marker is drawn, the 
campaign phase ends (see 5.4).

3. Administrative Phase. if turn 
eight is completed, the game ends 
and victory is determined per rule 
4.4. Otherwise, do the following.

• replace all drawn markers 
– except placed devastation 
markers – into the marker pool.

• roll to remove devastation 
markers per rule 9.4.

• restore the Kiowa and 
comanche to their bases.

• Flip the turn marker to show its 
face side, move it to the next box on 
the turn record track, and proceed 
with the First Player Determination 
Phase of the next game turn.

Combat Unit
(2.3)

Campaign Marker
(5.0)

Turn Marker
(4.2)

Counter Types

Control Marker
(3.2)

Leader
(7.3)

Supply Wagon
(9.5)

Fort
(10.0)

The 29th Texas becomes available to the 
Confederate player in 1862

Front Back

Cavalry

Union Indian
Home Guard

Confederate
Indian Allies

Wild Indians

Infantry Artillery Engineers

Combat Unit Types

Battle Strength
A unit’s relative 
value in combat 

(8.0).

Army
The background color indicates the 
army to which the unit belongs.

 Union - dark blue
 Union Indian - dark brown
 Confederate - gray
 Confederate Indian - light brown

Unit ID
The historical name of the unit, 

in this case the 29th Texas 
Cavalry Regiment (see also 2.3). 

Combat Unit Information

Action Marker Uses 

Recruit. the player may take 
one unit from the recruit box 
and place it on a base or other 
allowed space (see 6.0). 

Move. the player may move one unit (7.0). if 
the movement results in a battle (8.0), resolve 
the battle before conducting another action.

Build. the player may initiate or complete 
the construction of a fort (see 10.0).

Event Markers 

End. if the turn marker is face 
up, fl ip it to its “Half Over” 
side. if the marker already is 
fl ipped, the turn ends. two 
end markers take effect only 
in winter; if drawn in summer, they recruit 
the comanche or Kiowa (see below). if a 
player's fi rst draw of a game turn is an end 
marker, return it to the pool and draw again; 
continue until a non-end marker is drawn.

Devastation. a devastation 
marker may be placed on any 
indian territory space (not 
Union or confederate space) 
other than a rough space or 
a space already devastated (see 9.2).

Indian Recruiting. the 
drawing player rolls one die 
and halves the result, rounding 
fraction up. that number of 
the player's available indian 
units may be recruited.

Comanche or Kiowa. the 
drawing player may move the 
indicated raider counters and 
may initiate battle with them.

Fortune of War. the drawing 
player may move any one of the 
other player’s units. the unit 
may not be in a fort or base. 
all normal movement rules 
applies. the movement may initiate a battle.

Quantrill. if drawn by the Union 
player, replace it in the pool 
and draw again. if drawn by 
the confederate player, place 
it in the playing area per 11.4.
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Fort Smith. the Union units labeled “Fort 
Smith” become available the instant 
Fort Smith is fi rst controlled by the Union 
player, or the Union player controls both 
Park Hill and Sculleyville, or on turn Four 
(Winter 1863), whichever occurs fi rst. 
Once in play, the “Fort Smith” units remain 
available even if the confederate player 
regains control of the triggering spaces.

6.2 Recruit Boxes
When a unit becomes available, place it in 
the owning player's recruit box. During the 
campaign phase of a game turn, a unit may 
be moved out of the recruit box onto the 
playing area by utilizing one action. each 
unit and leader costs one action to recruit 
regardless of its battle strength or any other 
consideration. any unit or leader eliminated 
as a result of combat is placed back in the 
owning player’s recruit box and is available 
for recruiting through any subsequent action. 
a unit may be eliminated and replaced 
any number of times per game, even more 
than once during a single game turn.

6.3 Union Recruit Placement
all Union recruits may be placed in a 
Union base: Fort atkinson, Fort Scott, 
and possibly Fort Smith (see 6.5). an 
Indian Home Guard unit may be placed 
on a Union-controlled indian capital, but 
only one unit per capital per impulse. 

6.4 Confederate Recruit Placement
all confederate recruits may be placed 
in a confederate base—Fort Belknap, 
Marshall, Fort Smith—unless the Union 
player has gained control of the base. a 

5.0 cAmPAIGn mArKErS

the campaign markers control the action in 
the game. actions may be undertaken only 
as directed by the markers, and only by the 
player drawing the marker currently in play. 

5.1 The Marker Pool
the marker pool is the collection of all the 
campaign markers. Place them in a cup or other 
wide-mouthed opaque container at the start of 
the game. to draw a marker, a player reaches 
into the pool without looking and draws one 
marker. conduct any action or event as directed 
by the marker (the campaign impulse), then 
set the marker aside. at the end of each game 
turn, replace all the markers in the pool. each 
marker may be drawn once per game turn. 

5.2 Marker Types 
there are two basic kinds of markers: action 
markers and event markers. Some markers have 
two different entries divided by a horizontal 
bar. each such entry indicates whether the 
entry takes effect during winter or summer 
turns, or affects the Union or confederate 
player. Only one entry occurs per draw. 

5.3 Action Markers
an action marker has a number from one to 
four. this is the number of actions that player 
may undertake during that impulse. each action 
may do one of the things listed in the action 
Markers Uses box on this page. No counter 
may be acted on by more than one action 
per impulse, but may be acted on in as many 
impulses as desired in a single game turn.

5.4 Event Markers
When an event marker is drawn, conduct 
the event as detailed below. the event 
constitutes the player’s impulse.

6.0 rEcrUITInG
recruiting is the process of building 
or rebuilding units and bringing 
them back into play. Supply wagons 
arrive the same way (see 9.5).

6.1 Unit Availability
the availability of combat units and leaders 
depends on the date printed on their reverse 
sides. those printed with “1861” are available 
at the beginning of the game. those printed 
with “1862” become available at the start of 
turn two (Winter 1862), those with “1863” at 
the start of turn Four (Winter 1863) and so on. 

confederate indian unit may be placed on 
the capital of its nation (that is, cherokee 
units at tahlequah, choctaw units at 
Doaksville, and so on). the Osage Battalion 
may be placed on any available capital.

6.5 Fort Smith
Fort Smith is a confederate base at the 
beginning of the game. if it is captured 
by the Union player, it may be used as a 
Union base. Once captured by the Union, 
it may not be used as confederate base 
if it is recaptured by the confederates. 
its recapture by the confederates does 
not count as capturing a Union base for 
purposes of sudden death victory (4.5).

7.0 movEmEnT
During a campaign impulse, the active player 
may move one unit by expending one action 
from an action campaign marker. each unit can 
be acted on by only one action per impulse. 
Multiple units in a single space may be treated 
as a single unit if they belong to the same 
regiment (7.2), or if a leader is present (7.3). 

7.1 Unit Placement & Stacking
Once in play, a unit must be in a space. if 
a unit is out of a space, treat it as having 
been eliminated and place it in the owning 
player’s recruit box. Stacking is having more 
than one unit in a single space. a player 
may have any number of units in the same 
space. Units may move freely through a 
space containing other friendly units. While supplies last. Only games listed in this ad are in the offer. cannot be combined with other offers or discounts. Shipping is not included. 

Some games are one of a kind, including a list of alternate games is appreciated.
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egD Knights Brave & Bold (english) 30

egD Lawless  18
egD Montgolfi ere (2nd ed) 20
egD Savanah cafe 15
egD tony & tino  15
egL age of Mythology 60
egL attack!   30
egL conquest of empire  90
egL Lord of rings children’s 20
eS all is Lost Save Honor (zip) 66
eXc a Mighty Fortress 40
eXc ancient conquest 45
eXc Battle for Stalingrad 55
eXc conquerors  80
eXc Sovereign of Seas 30
FBi Berserker  30
FFg Netrunner Base 40
FFg BSg: Daybreak exp 40
FFg cold War: cia vs KgB 25
FFg LOtr trivia  20
gaLatc  Moonshot   25
gMt 1989  65
gMt a Distant Plain 78
gMt alesia (zip)  35
gMt andean abyss 75
gMt asia engulfed 69
gMt attila (zip)  20
gMt Blackbeard   60
gMt Bloody april, 1917  55
gMt Bomber command  67

Command & Colors
gMt c&c ancients exp 4 60
gMt c&c Nap russian army exp 55
gMt c&c Nap Spanish army exp 55
gMt c&c Napoleonic Basic 70
gMt c&c: ancients 65

Combat Command
gMt cc: europe  79
gMt cc: Fall of West Pack (zip) 30
gMt cc: New guinea Pack (zip) 25
gMt cc: Normandy Pack (zip) 35
gMt cc: Paratrooper Pack (zip) 20
gMt cc: resistance 55
gMt cc: Sea Lion Pack (zip) 27
gMt cc: Stalingrad Pack (zip) 35
gMt clash of giants 2 35
gMt clash of Monarchs 65
gMt conquest of Paradise 25
gMt cubra Libre  69
gMt Dark Valley  59
gMt Dead of Winter 79
gMt Devil’s Horsemen (gboHv10) 35
gMt DiF Fighters (zip) 10
gMt DiF Sqdrn Pack#2: Bombers 
 (zip)  10
gMt Dominant Species card game 29
gMt eFS: crimea  79
gMt eFS: Kiev to rostov  85
gMt Fading glory  60
gMt Fields of Fire 75
gMt Flagship: coyote (cards) 15
gMt Flagship: Promo. (cards) 15
gMt France 40  55
gMt gD: Fighting Formations 85
gMt gergovia (zip) 10
gMt grand illusion 35
gMt Hellenes  69
gMt Hoplite  75

gMt iron & Oak  59
gMt ivanhoe  25
gMt Kutuzov  65
gMt Labyrinth   60
gMt Leaping Lemmings 35
gMt Mamluk (zip) 10
gMt Maneouver  55
gMt Manifest Destiny 55
gMt Medieval  45
gMt Mr Madison’s War  57
gMt Navajo Wars 69
gMt No retreat No africa 65
gMt Newtown  65
gMt Next War Korea 85
gMt Night Fighter  55
gMt Nothing gained but glory 65
gMt Pacifi c typhoon 40
gMt Pax Baltica   55
gMt PQ-17  69
gMt Prussia’s glory 2 35
gMt ran  65
gMt rebel raiders 69
gMt reds!  50
gMt risorgimento 65
gMt roads to Moscow 55
gMt Saints in armor  69
gMt Salamis (zip) 20
gMt Samurai  64
gMt Savannah    35
gMt Serpents of the Seas 69
gMt Ship of the Line (zip) 20
gMt Silver Bayonet 45
gMt Stalin’s War  55
gMt Sun of york  55
gMt Supreme commander 65
gMt tyrant (zip)  10
gMt Unconditional Surrender 70
gMt Unhappy King charles! 65
gMt Veni,Vidi,Vici (zip) 15
gMt Virgin Queen 89
gMt Winds of Plunder 45
gMt Zero  45
greN Journey  25
HaN time the game 10
HeX allemegne 1813 (zip) 51
HeX Sparatcus imperator 51
HJ  Norway 1940 50
JKL Scanderoon  30
JKL treasure island 40
Lion rmp  challenge  25
LOO chrononauts: Lost identities 5
Mat Desert Bazaar 25
MB Battleship (1971) 15
MB Pathfi nder  25
MDg Space Junkyard 35
MetgM  Dimension Demons (zip) 10
MetgM Dragons of Underearth 18
MetgM  Hot Spot (zip) 15
MetgM ram Speed  10
MetgM rivets  15
MetgM rommel’s Panzers 10
MetgM Stalin’s tanks 10
MetgM trailblazer  10
MetgM Warp War  15
MFg British rails  38
MFg Domaine  40
MFg eurorails  35
MFg express  13
MFg Five Points  35

MFG Title Price
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30% oFF

3W aachen  36
3M Blue Line Hockey 25
3M Foil  30
3M Quinto  30
3M regatta  30
3M Win Place Show 30
3W Decision at Kasserine 55
3W  Dark crusade 45
3W  Dark crusade (punched) 35
3W tide of Fortune 34
acieS Braccio da Montone 70
aDtcH Fighting gen Patton 150
aeg abandon Ship 25
aeg arcana  15
aeg Monkey Lab  25
aeg Straw  15
aH Flattop (punched) 45
aH Foreign exchange 35
aH rocketville  20
aH tac air  30
aH tac air (punched) 20
aPL airLines (card game) 20
aPL airLines 2 (card game) 20
aPL avalanche: invasion italy 38
aPL Bitter Victory: Sicily 20
aPL Digging  (card game) 15
aPL granada  40
aPL gWaS: airships (booklet) 10
aPL gWaS: Med (2nd ed) 60
aPL gWaS: Med, vol i 60
aPL Napoleon in the Desert 35
aPL Op. cannibal 30
aPL Pg: afrika Korps 60
aPL Pg: Beyond Normandy 65
aPL red god of War 30
aPL red Steel  38
aPL res Publica (card) 15
aPL Soldier emperor 60
aPL Strange Def-France 44 20
aPL SWWaS: east Fleet 45
aPL SWWaS: great Pacifi c War 65
aSM Frontiers: Liberty or Death 30
aSM Werewolves-Millers: 
 New Moon  13
atg Beer Money  20
atg Lunch Money 20
atg Lunch Money Sticks & Stones 10
atg recess  15
ayg conf of Heroes russia 1941-42 80
BrO cossacks are coming 50
BtL alpha Omega 30
caF tempus  55
cB7 Dr Who card game 30
cg euroFront  35
cg MasterFront (zip) 25
cg MedFront  40
cg Mid-east Peace 20
cg Victory Pack (incl blank map 
 & Logistics set) 49
cg WestFront  50
cOa 1807: eagles east 60
cOa 6 Days of glory 36
cOa achtung Spitfi re 40
cOa admiral triology russo Japan 60
cOa amateur to arms 98
cOa army of Heartland 60
cOa autumn of glory 28

cLEARAncE SALE
Only games listed in this ad are in the offer; excludes S&T Press magazines (S&T, WaW, MW), SPW, Estate Sale, & Decision Games products. 

Cannot be combined with other offers or discounts. Shipping is not included. Some games are one of a kind, list of alternate games is appreciated.

MFG Title Price MFG Title Price MFG Title Price



The General
12.4-6; 13.5,6  20
14.1-6; 15.1-6; 16.1-6  15
17.1-6; 18.1-6; 19.1-6; 20.1-6; 21.1-2,
21.1 4-6; 22.1-6; 23.2,3,6; 24.1-6; 
25.2-6; 26.1-6; 27.1-6; 28.1-6; 30.6, 
31.3-5, 32.1   10

MOVES
33, 34, 39, 49,56  20
89, 90   12
6-8, 12-29, 31-32, 35-38, 40-48, 
50-55, 57-59, 62  10
61, 63-77, 79-88  6
91-98, 101-108  7

Knockdown Dice 
Tower
Stone style  $15

Plain birchwood  $10 

cLEARAncE SALE
Only games listed in this ad are in the offer; excludes S&T Press magazines (S&T, WaW, MW), SPW, Estate Sale, & Decision Games products. 

Cannot be combined with other offers or discounts. Shipping is not included. Some games are one of a kind, list of alternate games is appreciated.

Game Supplies

Blank  Mapsheets & Counters

the maps (22 x34) are large (19mm) hex in long (length of paper) or short grain (width of paper) or 

small hex (16mm) long only. (Please specify the style you want. additional shipping charge for mailing 

in a tube). 

$6 each or 4 maps for $20

Counters are 1/2 inch (280) - Limited Supply, 5/8 inch (176) and 9/16 inch (228) per sheet on 

white only. 

     

4 sheets for $10 sold in packs of 4 only.

STORAGE 

Counter Ziplock Bags

 3 x 5 inch ziplock counter bags. Holds up to 100 counters per bag. 

Only $7.95 for a roll of 100 bags.

4 x 8 inch ziplock counter bags. Holds up to 200 counters per bag. 

Only $8.95 for a roll of 100 bags.  

Magazine Ziplock Bags

10  x 12 inch ziplock bags.  

 Only $14.95 for a roll of 50 bags
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MFG Title Price
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SJg Frag gold ed 50
SJg Munchkin Blender 17
SJg Munchkin Fu 2: Monky Biz 17
SJg  Munchkin Mission impossible 25
SJg  Munchkin Quest 2: 
 Look trouble 35
SJg  Munchkin Quest Boardgame 50
SJg  Ninja Burger 2: Sumo Size 17
SJg  revolution Palace exp 25
SJg  Snits revenge 20
SJg  Star Munchkin 25
SJg  Super Munchkin 18
SLS  Bells of War  20
SMcN Battle Ship (zip) 25
SMcN Battlestations (zip) 25
SMcN Divine Wind (zip) 25
SMcN Line of Battle (zip) 25
SMcN Man of War (zip) 25
SMcN Naps Last triumph P25
SMcN Ortona  30
SMcN Power & resolution (zip) P25
SMgc Origins plus age reason exp 68
SMtc  Sagunto  80
StgM Starship captain 35
tF History 2nd World War Part 1 40
tF  Viceroys (zip) 25
tiLSit courtisans of Versailles 48
tiLSit grand alchemist 20
tiLSit Snails Pace  25
tiLSit Space Pigs  25
tiLSit thieves of Bagdad 48
tiLSit Vox Populi  32
tLc Bag O Zombie Dogs! 10
tLc easter island 25
tLc Zombie town 2: road rage 10
tLc Zombies! 6.66 Fill in _______ 10
tPS Battle of Stalingrad 30
tPS Battle of tours 30
tPS Battle of Midway 1942 35
tPS Joan of arc’s Victory 30
tPS Metaurus  35
tPS Poltova’s Dread Day 30
tPS Saratoga 1777 35
tPS Siege of Syracuse 35
tSK Hob Lepoard ii 50
tSr Field Marshal: africa camp 45
tSr Moscow 1941 40
tSr WWii  40
tSr  twilight War (zip) 35
UBr New england 30
UBr Sunken city  40
Ugg assyrian Wars 66
Ugg Blitzkreig general (2nd ed) 47
Ugg Morse code  79
Ugg Pasaran  21
Ugg triumph & Fall Desert Fox (zip) 30
VaeV cassino (zip) 27
VaeV Lion & the Sword (zip) 27
VaeV Overlord to Berlin (zip) 25
VaeV Victories of Marshal Saxe (zip) 27
Vg Open Fire  40
Vg  gulf Strike (1st ed) 50
VPg  Vanished Planet 25
WarF Perikles  50
WDg anzio: Fight Beachhead 1944 25
WDg at Neuve chapelle 30
WDg Bosworth Field 1485 38
WDg Pavia  30

WDg red Menace 35
WDg Shield Wall: Hastings 1066 25
WDg We Shall Fight on the Marne 33
WOg Blood of Noble Men 40
WOg chainmail  50
WOg cowboys  50
WOg For Honor & glory 50
WOg Forged in Fire 50
WOg Hold the Line 60
WOg MedWar Sicily 45
WOg Prussia’s Defi ant Stand 60
WOLF Swords of glory 20
Xtr Back to iraq (zip) 20
Xtr Black gold (zip) 20
Xtr Miss. Banzai (zip) 50
Xtr Wahoo! (zip) 20
yaQ Fast attack Boats 50
yaQ Neck & Neck 30
yaQ Superiority  40
yaQ timeship  20
yaQ  Beastlord  25
yaQ  raider  40
ZMg ares Project  50
ZMg camelot Legends (card) 25
ZMg Middle Kingdom 15
ZMg Pocket Battles: confederacy 15
ZMg Pocket Battles: 
 celts vs romans 15
ZMg Pocket Battles: Orcs vs elves 15
ZMg Silent but Deadly Night 25
ZMg take Stock  15
ZVe Barbarossa 41 70
ZVe Battle for Danube 50
ZVe Samuari Battles 83
ZVe Samuari Ninja attack 44
ZVe Starter Kit  70
ZVe tank combat 30

MAGAZINES

Ares (SPI)
1  World Killer P 30
7 rescue from the Hive 25
8 ragnorak (P) 25
9 Delta Vee  40
11 albion  P45
Special editions 1 & 2 20 ea.
Mag w/incomp game: 1, 2, 8-11 10

Command
1 Blitzkrieg ’41 P85
2 Sunrise of Victory 100
5 Hamburger Hill P75
6 Krim  P30
8 Jutland  80
9 inchon  P40
11 Hougoumont 25
12 chaco  50
15 i am Sparatcus P50
16 Storm in West 1918 P60
18 tet  30
19  Port arthur  30
21 Blood & iron 40
22 antietam  40
23 Sekigahara  45
24 czech ’38   P40
26 When tigers Fight 50
29 1914: glory’s end 40

32 Bunker Hill  35
37 Mukden & Moscow Option P25
38 great War in Near east 35
39 World War 1862 25
40 Buena Vista & 
 Moscow Burning  35
42 Hell B4 Night/Blitz 40 35
43 chattanooga 35
44 Dark Victory & 2nd Front 35
45 ironclads at Hampton rds 35
46 end of empire 35
47 Perfi dious albion & attila 35
48 1812 War in canada 35
49 Waterloo: retreat to Victory 35
50 Back to iraq (2nd) 25
53 iron Dream  35

Command Game Only-No mag
39 World War 1862 15
44 Dark Victory & 2nd Front 25
50 Back to iraq (2nd) 15
51 Meuse-argonne 15
Warmaster chess vol 1-3 (one set) 25

Wargamer Vol.1
12 aces High  50
17 Nap at austerlitz (punched) 35
18  Birth of a Nation P40
19 Sturm Nach Osten P50
22  No trumpets No Drums P50
23 Decision @ Kasserine 
 (punched)  40
24  Lawrence of arabia P50
25  Never call retreat P30
26  race to the Meuse P15
27  Peter the great 20
28 Port Stanley  P40
29  Lodz: Blitz in the east P15
31  clash of Steel P25
32  Napoleon at Lutzen P30
33 Holy roman empire  P30
34  Khyber rifl es P40
35  West Wall  P25
36  Unconditional Surrender P30
37  china incident 25
38  Hath No Fury P25
39  Hellfi re Pass P35
40  Fight on the Beaches P15
41  O’conner’s Offensive 25
43  Wellington  20
44  Macarthur  P30
45 custer’s Luck P45
46  House of Sa’ud P15
47  Struggle for Stalingrad P45
48  the red Baron P45
49 Napoleon vs. charles 30
50 Knights of Justice 50
51  Duel in the Desert 25
52  glory road  20
53 Dunkirk  P30
54  condottieri  15
55 Okinawa  P45
57  race for tunis 25
58  empires: 1914 P20
59  Bloody Keren 15
60  anvil-Dragoon P25
61 camp of Marlborough P75
62 Fallen eagle  P55

ARES (OSS 2014)
1  War of the Worlds 30

Against the Odds
atO 2.1 North Wind rain (#5) 35
atO 2.2 go tell Spartans (#6) 35
atO 2.4 Fortress Berlin (#8) 35
atO 3.1 Suleiman Magnifi cent (#9) 35
atO 3.3 the Big Push-Somme (#11) 35
atO 3.4 chennault’s First Fight (#12) 35
atO 4.1 Bittereinder: 
 2nd Boer War (#13)  35
atO 4.2 War in aegean (#14) 35
atO 4.3 cactus throne (#15) 35
atO 4.4 La Vallee de la Mort (#16) 35
atO 5.1 imperial Sunset (#17) 35
atO 5.2 golden Horde (#18) 35
atO 5.4 Fatal attraction: 
 gallipoli (#20) 35
atO 5.5 Kadesh: Day of chariot (#21) 
35
atO #24 Death ride 35
atO #25 Storm Over taierzhuang 35
atO #26 there Must Be a Victor 35
atO #27 the Pocket at Falaise  35
atO #28 tarleton’s Quarter 35
atO #29 Buffalo Wings 35
atO #30 Lash of the turk 35
atO #31 Hungarian Nightmare 35
atO #32 Birth of a Legend 35
atO #33 Meatgrinder: 
 Vietnam 1975 35
atO #34 right Fierce & terrible: 
 Sluys 1340  35
atO #35 Boudica: Warrior Queen 35
atO #36 Defeat to Victory: 
 Burma 1944  35
atO #37 Bloody Honor: rcW 35
atO #38 guns of askari 35
atO #39 Brave Fellows: 
 Durrenstein 1805 35
atO #40 Liliburlero: 
 Battle of Boyne 35
atO #41 circle of Fire: 
 russian Front 35
atO aNN #1 toppling reich 45
atO aNN #3 Op. cartwheel 45
atO aNN #4 Verdun: 
 generation Lost 45
atO aNN #5 Four roads Moscow 45
atO aNN #6 Beyond Waterloo 45
atO aNN #7 Dutch east indies 45
atO camp Study #1: Wintergewitter 45

Fire & Movement
1           40
2-10, 21      25
12-20, 37, 38, 41, 45, 48, 53, 83, 
137-139, 143, 145     15   
22-27, 29, 31, 32, 36, 39-40, 42-44, 
46-47, 49-52, 54-56, 59, 73,77     10
33-35, 60-67, 68-76, 78-79, 80-93,
95-108, 110, 111, 113-115, 116     6
121-127, 136       7
149, 150      8

MFG Title Price

cLEARAncE SALE
Only games listed in this ad are in the offer; excludes S&T Press magazines (S&T, WaW, MW), SPW, Estate Sale, & Decision Games products. 

Cannot be combined with other offers or discounts. Shipping is not included. Some games are one of a kind, list of alternate games is appreciated.
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ESTATE SALE
This listing are one of kind games and excluded from the Fall Sale discount. No multiple copies. List of alternate games is appreciated.

3M challenge Football 1972 20
3M challenge golf Pebble Beach 1972 20
3M challenge golf Pebble 
 Beach (MKD) 1972 20
3M executive Decision 1971 20
3M High Bid 1965 20
3M image 1972 20
3M Mr. President 1967 20
3M Point of Law 1972 20
3M Quinto 1968 20
3M Stocks and Bonds 1964 20
aH Star Wars: Queens gambit 2000 250
amway  Sly 1975 30
aristo Land Ho! 1990 30
cadaco your america 1970 35
car Star trek: tNg game of galaxies 1993 20
cgS Babylon 5: component 
 game System 1998 50
cHg the Voyage of Mayfl ower 1996 30
createk Duplicate chess 1968 20
Dga Battlecards: Western europe 
 starter kit 2001 20
eeg Street Paintball 2008 30
eg Napoleon in europe 2001 80
eLg concentration 40th anniv ed 1998 40
FFg through the Desert 1998 80
FXS Seeschlacht (Battle at Sea) 
 incl english rules 1975 45
gabrial Point Blank 1979 35
gDW Heavy Weapons Handbook 1992 30
gDW infantry Weapons World  (bk) 1990 30
gDW twilight: 2000 (Version 2.2) 1990 20
ggi Kangaroo 1977 40
Hasbro Just Became a Millionaire  1991 20
HMi Hex-Meister 1980 20
ideal Deduction 1976 30
Kentexp Bin'Fa: the tao of War (tube) 1980 40
Kic Sea-Fleet 1991 20
Lionel Double cro$$ing 1988 80

MFG Title Year Price MFG Title Year Price MFG Title Year Price

MB Billionaire  1973 30
MB campaign 1961 30
MB carrier Strike! 1977 40
MB Doubletrack 1981 60
MB Hotels 1987 120
MB Jet World 1975 20
MB L.i.F.e. 1960 20
MB Mission command: air 2003 60
MB Mission command: Land 2003 60
MB Mission command: Sea 2003 60
MB Oh What a Mountain 1980 20
MB Pokemon Master trainer 1999 130
MB Prize Property  1974 75
MB rack-O 1961 20
MB risk 2042 (bag) 1996 20
MB Screaming eagles 1987 40
MB Swords and Shields 1970 20
MB Lost World Jurassic Park 1996 90
MB trump: the game 1989 10
Media Space Shuttle 101 1978 10
MLB MLB Showdown 2000: 
 2 player starter kit 2000 10
MWF Master of Wars 1995 20
NWg Flight Plan 1985 20
OSg the Legend of robin Hood 1979 20
PB 4000 aD 1972 10
PB coup d' etat 1966 20
PB Finance & Fortune english ed 1958 30
PB Flinch 1976 10
PB game of State capitols  1954 20
PB HeroQuest 1989 120
PB Monopoly (box damaged) 1961 20
PB Option 1982 20
PB Orbit 1966 30
PB Pollyanna: Dixie (1954 box art) 1954 20
PB Shadowlord! 1983 20
PB Sorry! 1958 30
PB Star Wars: rotJ 
 Battle at Sarlaccs Pit 1983 80

PB tennis 1975 10
Peg the Last crusade 1995 20
Pgi Power 1981 20
QNg Muckenstich/Danger/Zwickern 
 3-in-1 (english rules) 2012 30
rgg el grande +el caballero 1996-98 180
rgg elfenland 2000 30
rgg Medevil Merchant 1998 40
rgg taj Mahal 2000 30
rgg tayu 1999 40
rgg tikal 1999 60
rgg Vikings 2007 60
S&r Mr. reel: Fireside Detective 1937 50
S&r the cattlemen 1977 20
S&r Upperhand 1981 20
SKi that’s truckin' 1976 30
SMg Material World 1995 50
tc Space Hop 1981 30
tc Star Hop 1981 30
tgK W.c. Fields: 
 How to Win at Poker 1972 20
tLc award Show 2005 10
tSr 1991 trading cards Prem. ed. 1991 40
tSr Buck rogers: 
 Battle for the 25th century 1988 100
tSr castles: (aD&D) 1990 30
tSr Dark Sun (aD&D) 1991 30
tSr greyhawk adventures:
 Howl from the North (aD&D) 1991 50
tSr the Forgotton realms: 
 Kara-tur (aD&D) 1988 30
Wgg crazy creatures of Dr. gloom 2012 15
Wgi expedition 1980 30
WPc Quicksand 1981 30

MUG (26oz, 0.77L)
DECISION GAMES, White print on Black 

(special shipping required)
$9.95 

T-SHIRTS

WORLD at WAR, White print on Olive green 
or Black print on tan. 

Limited quantities and sizes. 

SIZES = L, XL $10,     XXL $10

BACK
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cOLLEcTIBLE MAGAZInES

STRATEGY & TACTICS 
 70 crusades 45
 72 armada 50
 77 Paratroop 40
 81 tito 40
 90 Monmouth 50
 94 Nordkapp 45
 98 central command 40
 102 Monty's D-Day 60
 107 Warsaw rising 40
 109 target Libya 45
 110 Hastings, 1066 60
 113 Battle of abensberg 40
 115 Kanev 35
 116 Manchu 35
 117 North german Plain 55
 118 tiger’s are Burning 50
 120 Nicarauga 35
 121 indian Mutiny 40
 124 Fortress Stalingrad 35
 126 Beirut 82 35
 127 rush for glory 20
 128 africa Orientale 40
 130 tshushima 40
 131 Donau Front 40
 132 iron cross 40
 133 Baton rouge 20
 137 Men at arms 60
 138 eylau 25
 140 Objective tunis 20
 142 red Beach One:tarawa 20
 143 rio grande:Valverde 15
 144 chad: the toyota Wars 15
 146 italian camp: Sicily 25
 147 Holy War: afghanistan 35
 148  cropredy Bridge  15
 149 Franco-Prussian War 75
 150 italian camp: Salerno 50
 152 case green 25
 153 Felix/ZaMa 25
 154 russo-turkish War 85
 155 italian camp: anzio 20
 156 White eagle eastward 40
 160  italian camp: MedWar 16
 162 clontarf/Saipan 25
 164 Balkan Wars 75
 167 caesar in gallia 75
 179 First afghan War 20
 180 reinforce the right! 35
 193 crimean War 65
 201 the crimean War (SPi) 45
 208 Back to iraq 25
 211 Op elope 55
 212 rough & ready: Mex-am. War 20
 214  Marathon & granicus 30
 215 ignorant armies: iran-iraq 125
 216 asia crossroads: great game 22
 218 chancellorsville-Plevna 22
 219  Span. civil War Bat, vol 2 25
 223 1918 30
 224 Sedan campaign 30
 226 Middle east Battles 22
 227 cBi: Vinegar Joe’s War                        
75 
 228 Old contemptibles 22
 230 Downfall: Op Olympic 23
 232 catherine the great (Solitaire) 23
 233 Dagger thrusts: Patton/Mont 23
 234 Lest Darkness Fall 23
 237 No Prisoners! camp Law. 23
 239 Winged Horse: Vietnam 65 23
 240 1066: end of Dark ages 23

 241  twilight of Ottomans 24
 242 they Died w/Boots On!: 
  Vol 2-Pershing & Mad anthony 24
 243 SeaLOrDS 24
 245 triple alliance War 24
 246 Manila 45 24
 248 First Blood, Second Marne 24
 249 Nap Forgot Btls: ec & rSW 24
 252 New Mexico campaign 25
 254 Hannibal’s War 25
 255 First Battle Britain 25
 256 Marlborough’s Bat: 
  ramillies & Malplaquet 25
 257 chosin 26
 258 San Juan campaign 25
 259 Battle for china 1937 25
 260 Black Prince: crecy & Navarette 25
 261 Kaiser’s War 30
 262 Frederick’s War 30
 263 cold War 2: Wurzburg & Kabul 30
 264 Shiloh: Bloody april 30
 265 Operation Jubilee 30
 266 Julian 30
 267 Se russian civil War 50
 268 When Lions Sailed 30
 271 Second Kharkov 30
 272 Battle of Lepanto 30
 273 reichswehr & Freikorps 30
 274 Se Sun Never Sets, vol ii 50
 275 Koniggratz (M&S folio system) 30
 276  Op. anaconda 2002 30
 277 ticonderoga: Ny campaigns 30
 278 tobruk 30
 279 reconquista 30
 280 Soldiers: trenches 1918 30
 281 Se in country: Vietnam 50
 282 War of the Pacifi c 30
 283 Fail Safe 30
 284 Jackson: Shenandoah Valley 30
 285 Duel on the Steppe 30
 286 Sparta V athens 30
 287 goeben 30
 288 Se Hindenburg's War 50
 289 War of austrian Succession 30
 290 angola 30

S&T MINT GAME ONLY-NO MAG
 63 Veracruz 20
 64 raid! 22
 76 china War 20
 83 Kaiser’s Battle 30
 95 Soldiers of Queen 40
 140, 143, 144, 146, 148, 151, 160 10
 152, 153, 192, 195, 201, 204 15
 159, 160, 166, 200, 203, 211, 226, 250, 253 30
 115, 117, 168, 199,  201, 217, 220 20
 214, 216, 218, 234, 245, 248, 249 18
 251V Variant counters/rules 8
 137, 252, 254, 256-259 20
 261-264, 266, 271, 272, 276-278, 
 283, 285, 289, 290  24
 267, 274, 281, 288 44

S&T PUNCHED-NO MAGAZINE
 64 raid! 25   
  71  Battle For cassino (MKD)  15
 76 china War 15
 98 central command 15
 138 eylau 10

S&T PUNCHED W/MAGAZINE
 49 Frederick the great 30
 56 revolt in the east 20
 59 Plot to assn Hitler 20
 63 Veracruz 1847 25
 64 raid 20
 69 tannenberg 30
 76 china War 25
 77 Paratroop 30
 105 ruweisat ridge 30
 114 Battle of eckmuhl 25
 118  the tigers are Burning 35
 136 Borodino Doomed Victory 25
 152 case green 10
 185  First arab-israeli War 50
 202  invasion taipei 85

S&T MAGAZINE W/O GAMES*
176, 182, 208, 236, 246, 248 5

 260, 262, 264, 265, 266, 270, 275-277 6
 279, 280, 287-290  7
 *Not all issues available.

MODERN WAR MAGAZINE 
W/ GAMES
 1 Se: red Dragon/green crescent 50
 2 Oil War: iran Strikes 30
 3 Somali Pirates 30
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7.2 Regiments
if the battalions of a single regiment are 
in the same space, they may be moved 
together as though they were a single unit.

7.3 Leaders & Forces
at the beginning of any 
impulse, all units in a single 
space may be treated as a 
single unit (a force) if a leader 
is present in the space. Neither the leader nor 
any unit can have been recruited or moved 
already in the same impulse. the entire force, 
including the leader, must move together. 
Units may not be picked up or dropped off 
during the move. Not all units in a space with 
a leader need be included in the force; the 
owning player is free to arrange units and 
forces in any way desired providing no unit 
or leader acts more than once per impulse. 
Forces can be rearranged freely each impulse. 

7.4 Movement
a unit or force moves from space to space 
along a route. cavalry, leaders, and Wild 
indians may move up to four spaces in a single 
action. infantry, artillery, engineers, and supply 
wagons may move up to two spaces in a single 
action. a force uses the movement rate of 
the slowest counter in the stack. Movement 
may be slowed by terrain (7.5) and is stopped 
by enemy units (7.6). Once a counter has 
moved, it may not move again in that impulse. 
Once the player’s hand has been removed 
from a unit, its move may not be undone.

7.5 Terrain Effects on Movement
rough spaces and devastated spaces (see 
9.2) count as two spaces for movement 
purposes. if a moving unit does not have 
two spaces of movement left, it may not 
enter the rough or devastated space. 

Exception. a unit/force is always able to 
move a minimum of one space per turn.

7.6 Movement & Enemy Units
if a moving unit moves into a space containing 
one or more enemy units, the movement 
stops and a battle commences (see 8.0). 

7.7 Fog of War
a player may not examine a stack 
of enemy units in a space until the 
commencement of the battle procedure.

8.0 BATTLE
a battle occurs whenever a moving unit or 
force enters a space occupied by an enemy 
unit or force. the moving player is deemed the 
“attacker” for the resulting battle. a single 
unit or force may be involved in any number of 
battles in the course of an impulse or turn, but 
only once per action other than pursuit combat.
8.1 Battle Procedure
a battle is resolved using the sequence 
described in the Battle Procedure box 
on page 5. the battle is considered part 
of a single action, so it must be resolved 
before another action commences.

8.2 Firing
When a unit fires, the owning player rolls 
a number of dice equal to the unit’s battle 
strength. a unit’s battle strength may be 
increased by one if the owning player expends 
supply for that battle round (see 9.6).

Artillery in Prairies: add one 
(+1) to the die roll for any artillery 
unit firing in a Prairie space.

Wild Indians: When the comanche or 
Kiowa are involved in a battale and face 

Battle Procedure 

1) Deploy both sides in a convenient space. 

2) Terrain Battle Round. if the attacker 
has crossed a river to enter the defender’s 
space, or if the defender occupies a rough 
or forest space, the defender may select any 
one unit to fire at any one attacking unit.

3) Long-Range Artillery Fire. if one player 
has artillery, his artillery units may fire once 
each. if both have artillery, conduct a regular 
battle round (4) with only artillery units firing. 
Long-range fire may inflict a total of one 
panic per unit; no unit may be eliminated by 
long-range fire alone. in subsequent rounds 
of combat, artillery fires like any other unit.

4) Regular Battle Round(s). all units of 
both sides take part). Battle rounds continue 
until one side has no units till eligible to fire.

A) Determine Tactical Superiority. 
each player rolls one die. if one or more 
leaders is present with that force, add 
the value of one leader to the die roll. 
the player with the higher total gets 
tactical Superiority. re-roll ties.

B) Battle Round. the player with tactical 
Superiority selects one of his units to 
fire. Losses are applied immediately. 
the other player then selects one of his 
units to fire. Players continue alternating 
until all eligible units have fired. if one 
side has fewer units than the other, the 
side with more units continues firing 
until all of its units have fired. eligible 
units may break off instead of firing.

C) End of a Round. after all eligible 
units have fired, if one player has no 
units still capable of firing, the battle 
ends and the winner is determined. 
if both players have units capable of 
firing, conduct another battle round. 

5) Determine the Winner. if neither player 
has units eligible to fire, the defender is 
the winner and the attacker must retreat. 
if only one side has no units eligible to fire, 
that side is the loser and must retreat. the 
other side is the winner and remains in the 
space; eligible winning units may conduct 
a pursuit.  after any pursuit is over, flip any 
panicked winning unit back to its front side. 
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marker drawn from the campaign marker 
pool (representing the depredations of 
guerrillas). any non-rough, non-base area 
may be devastated if a player expends 
one action on a force in that area. Draw 
a Devastation marker from the campaign 
marker pool and place it on the newly 
devastated space. this does not count as a 
separate impulse. the number of devastation 
markers in the game is a design limit.

9.3 Devastating Home Country Spaces
after the devastation of any Union or 
confederate space (possible only by Wild 
indians or activated units/forces), the 
owning player of the devastated space 
loses the following marker draw. Only 
one marker draw is lost from devastation 
carried out in a single impulse, regardless 
of the number of spaces devastated.

9.4 Recovery from Devastation
During the administrative phase of each 
summer turn (turns 1, 3, 5, and 7), roll 
one die for each devastation marker on 
the map. On a roll of 1-3 the space has 
recovered; remove the marker and place it 
back in the campaign marker pool. On a roll 
of 4-6, the space remains devastated. 

9.5 Supply Wagons
each player may procure any 
number of supply wagons 
during any campaign impulse. 
each supply wagon costs one 
action; place it on any friendly base. the 
wagon arrives with its two-wagon side up. 
Supply wagons provide movement supply (9.1) 
or may be used for battle supply (9.6) or to 
build a fort (10.1). When supply is expended 
during battle or to build a fort, flip the counter 
to its one-wagon side. When the second 
supply is expended, remove the marker. each 
wagon marker may be used any number of 
times during a game; players are free to 
coin additional markers if needed. Wagons 
do not count as units for movement, but 
must be moved by an action; any number of 
wagons traveling together may be moved by 
a single action (alone, with one unit, or with 
a force). Wagons do not take part in battle 
(except to provide supply) and never retreat.

9.6 Battle Supply
Battle supply is provided by supply wagons 
(or friendly bases; see 9.7). One increment 
of supply from one wagon counter provides 
supply for one round of battle for any number 
of units. a separate round must be expended 

for terrain and artillery rounds. expending 
supply is not mandatory; a player may expend 
supply in some, all, or no rounds of battle. if 
supply is expended, roll one additional die 
for each of the owning player’s firing units.

9.7 Base Supply
Units starting their movement in a friendly 
base always have movement supply. Units 
defending a friendly base have unlimited 
battle supply; consider supply to have 
been expended for each and every round of 
battle. this does not apply to units attacking 
to retake a friendly base, or to battle 
conducted by units moving from a base. 

9.8 Fort Supply
Units starting their movement in a friendly 
fort space always have movement supply, 
even if the space is devastated. 

10.0 ForTS
Fort markers represent both physical works 
and preparation and planning for the defense 
of a given point. a unit defending a fort 
has a considerable advantage in battle.

10.1 Construction
a player can build a fort in any controlled space. 
a unit and a supply wagon must be in the space 
and may not move during that impulse (before 
or after construction). expend one action and 
one supply wagon to initiate construction. 
Place a fort marker, build side showing, atop 
the unit. in a subsequent impulse (in the same 
or a subsequent game turn), expend a second 
action and a second increment of supply to 
complete the fort. Flip the fort to its finished 
side. the fort remains in existence as long 
as at least one unit remains in the space. 
as soon as the space is unoccupied (during 
building or after completion), remove the fort.

10.2. Forts in Battle
Units attacking a fort do not panic; treat 
the panic result as elimination instead. 
Friendly units defending a fort markers 
are not affected by panic; ignore panic 
results unless the attackers have engineers 
(10.2). Units in forts may not pursue.

10.3 Forts & Supply
Forts always provide movement supply. 
they do not provide battle supply.

10.4 Bases
Union and confederate bases are considered 
to be forts at all times, even if unmanned.

11.0 SPEcIAL UnITS
11.1 Artillery
artillery operates in all ways like other 
combat units with the addition of the long-
range fire ability. add one (+1) to the die 
roll of artillery firing in a Prairie space.

11.2 Engineers
engineers operate like other units 
in all ways except that:

• a force moving with an engineer unit 
counts rough spaces as one space for 
movement. engineers do not limit the 
battle effects of the terrain. 

• a unit stacked with an engineer can 
complete a fort in one impulse by 
expending one action and two increments 
of supply; place the fort face up. 

• if a unit attacking a fort is stacked with 
an engineer, the units defending the fort 
treat panic results as elimination results.

11.3 Wild Indians
the Kiowa and comanche counters each 
represent raiding parties from these High Plains 
tribes. a player drawing a Kiowa or comanche 
campaign marker may move each of the 
counters from the specified tribe. each counter 
moves individually and need not stay together. 
they may move into any space except a base 
space other than their own. they may coexist 
in a space, but if units of different tribes are in 
the same space they are attacked separately 
(the moving player attacks each in turn as two 
separate battles, even though only one action 
was expended). the counters may be used to 
attack any units except other Wild indians. 
Wild indians may devastate any spaces.

11.4 Quantrill
Place the confederate Quantrill unit in the 
campaign marker pool in turn two (Winter 
1862). if the Union player draws the unit, 
return it to the pool and draw again (continue 
until a non-Quantrill marker is chosen). if 
drawn by the confederate player, the unit 
may be placed on any unoccupied space 
on the playing area. the unit operates 
normally with the following exceptions:

• it may not enter a Union base unless it is 
accompanied by a confederate leader.

an equal or lesser number of opposing 
units, add one to their firing die rolls.

8.3 Battle Results
cross index the result of each die roll on the 
appropriate column of the Battle results table 
on the map. there are three battle results:

Elimination: One enemy unit must be 
eliminated; remove it from the battle and 
place it in the owning player’s recruit box.

Panic: One enemy must be flipped to 
show its reverse side. it may not fire for 
the remainder of the battle. a unit already 
flipped is eliminated by a second panic 
result. all panicked units are returned to 
their front sides at the end of the battle.

No Effect: nothing happens. 

results are applied immediately after each 
unit fires. except during terrain or artillery 
rounds, the owning player always chooses 

which units will be eliminated or panicked. 
a unit is eliminated or panicked regardless 
of its battle strength or unit type. a player 
must apply all eliminations before any 
panics, but, an already-panicked unit may 
be eliminated. Losses may be applied to 
units that already had fired in that round. 
Leaders do not panic and are not eliminated 
during normal battle rounds (but see 8.7).

8.4 Breaking Off
cavalry, comanche, and Kiowa units may break 
off during a round of battle. in place of firing, 
the owning player retreats the unit per 8.5. 

8.5 Retreat
a retreating unit must be moved one space. 
retreating attackers must return to the last 
space occupied during the movement causing 
the battle. retreating defenders may be moved 
to any space other than the one from which 
the attack was launched; if the only available 
space is occupied by enemy units, all retreating 
units are eliminated. all retreating units of one 

side must retreat to the same space. Once the 
retreat is complete, flip all panicked units face 
up. Supply wagons never retreat; any belonging 
to the losing side are captured by the victor.

8.6 Pursuit
any non-panicked cavalry on the winning 
side of a battle may (but need not) conduct 
a pursuit. if more than one unit is eligible, all 
pursuing units must move together. One leader 
may accompany the pursuit. the pursuing 
unit/force may move one space; if occupied 
by an enemy unit, conduct a battle. add two 
to the pursing forces tactical Superiority die 
roll(s). Only one pursuit may arise from a single 
action; if the pursuing force wins a battle after 
pursuit, there is no second pursuit. Pursuit 
may not be made into or out of rough or Forest 
spaces, but may be made into a devastated 
space. Units defending a fort may not pursue.

8.7 Leader Elimination
Other than helping determine tactical 
superiority, leaders do not take part in battle 
or suffer battle results. if all units in the 
leader's force are eliminated in a battle, roll 
one die for the leader; on a roll of “5” or “6” 
the leader is eliminated; replace it in the recruit 
box. if the leader survives, it retreats (8.5). 

Design Note. The leaders in this game do not 
represent individual commanders so much 
as a command infrastructure, the collection 
of commanders, staff officers, headquarters, 
supply apparatus, and so on needed to 
enable large-scale formations to operate.

9.0 SUPPLy 
a unit (or force) is either in supply or 
not in supply. a supplied unit has extra 
advantages in movement and battle. Units 
never perish due to lack of supply.

9.1 Movement Supply
a unit in supply for movement moves 
normally. a unit without movement supply 
has its movement rate halved. a unit is in 
movement supply if it begins its move in a 
non-devastated space, a friendly base, or a 
fort. a unit stacked with a supply wagon (9.5) 
always has movement supply, but must move 
with the wagon. the wagon is not expended.

9.2 Devastation
Devastation is the destruction of crops and 
forage in a space to the extent that it no 
longer easily feeds the men and horses of 
units in it. Non-rough indian territory spaces 
may be devastated by placing a devastation 
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campaign should have been a confederate 
walkover up to about mid-1862, and a Union 
walkover thereafter, but neither occurred.

the Hand of Destiny system offered an 
simple and clean way to present a wide 
open situation with lots of variables on both 
sides. i did have to modify the system to 
replace campaign cards with markers, and to 
allow for multiple impulses as this campaign 
covered more time and distance than the mini 
games for which the system was designed.

12.2 Player Notes
Both Players: the two things that will 

strike you immediately about the game is 
that (1) it’s a bit frustrating when you draw 
the wrong markers and can’t get your major 
forces in motion and (2) it’s a bit scary when 
the other guy does. to over come both, you 
must deploy somewhat cautiously to take 
advantage of opportunities as they arise 

and to prevent too easy a victory for your 
opponent. the combat system is highly 
variable, but numbers do matter, supply 
matters, and unit quality matters. Keep in 
mind that losses run heavy, so even a lost 
battle in one impulse may weaken an enemy 
force for a follow-up battle. On the other hand, 
it’s also important to know when to cut and 
run. Finally, use the Wild indians to kill your 
enemies and ravage their land (and presumably 
hear the lamentations of their women).

Union Player: the burden of the offensive 
is on you. in compensation, you get generally 
more and stronger units, and more actions. 
you must take time initially to build up; 
ideally, you will have two strong forces, both 
accompanied by supply and artillery. Sooner or 
later, preferably sooner, head south. take Fort 
Smith as soon as possible; this shortens your 
supply lines and lengthens the confederate’s. 
When you take an indian capital, fortify it 
immediately to keep your main body moving. 
you will have to leave behind a strong mobile 
column to escort forward a constant stream 
of supply wagons and replacements, and to 
counter confederate strikes on your supply line. 
this force also acts as a mobile reinforcement 
for your bases and forts; there’s no excuse to 
lose a place once you’ve taken it, and losing 
one of your main bases will cost you the game.

Confederate Player: your main strengths 
are space (you own most of it) and speed 
(most of your units are cavalry). you don’t 
have to hold on to everything and can—to a 
point - afford to give up ground to save units. 
that said, don’t give it up too quickly. if you can 
pin the Federals in the northeast corner of the 
territory through 1863 he probably won’t have 
time to take all five capitals. Fight for tahlequah 
and Fort Smith. Once you’ve lost them, keep a 
force off to the west, ready to strike at supply 
convoys or retake a carelessly guarded fort. if 
you get a shot at one of the Union bases, take 
it. if you manage to draw Quantrill, use him for 
all he’s worth as a raider—he never should 
stand and fight unless the game is on the line.

• it may move through Union-occupied 
spaces, but may not end its move in one. 
When moving through a Union-occupied 
space, it may attack any one Union 
supply wagon; one increment of supply 
is eliminated for each elimination result 
obtained. No Union fire is allowed at the 
Quantrill counter during supply combat. 

• if eliminated, the counter is placed 
back in the campaign marker pool.

12.0 GAmE noTES
12.1 Designer’s Notes

the most daunting part of this design 
was telescoping the action into a relatively 
few turns; simply put, not a lot happened 
there during the war. i also had to account 
for the fact that not only were the involved 
“armies” quite small, but both fluctuated 
wildly during the war. in a sense, the 




